in Poland, four basic planes of formulating the model assumptions can be distinguished:
- a values plane - which assumes development of key competencies of the student;
- a psychological plane - which assumes development of technical thinking of the student through technical activity undertaken by him;
- a contents plane - which assumes a phasic character of the human technical activity;
- a methodical plane - which assumes the student’s learning process to be organised on the basis of conscious finding solutions to technical problems.
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**Abstract:**
The following article is a detailed study of the informational use of gross rent multiplier method when appraising real estate. In the theoretical part of the article the basis for the use of the aforementioned method is set. The empirical part is based on the hypothesis that the method is only efficient when we implicitly consider the risk of the real estate investment and the anticipated increased real estate value. We test our hypothesis on the basis of conscious finding solutions to technical problems.
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Abstract:

Computer presentations programmes opened new possibilities for projecting of methodical elaborations. One can ascertain, that grew up them potential efficiency expressing oneself con-tained in them with possibilities. In contents layer one can connect in one announcement: text (often animated), illustrations (plastic drawings and photo), films (animated, documentary and fictional) and of sound (short signals and ali compositions).
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Information gathered by interviewing the employees involved in the observed process and one of many possible simulation scenarios was created. The final part emphasizes the effects achieved by the development of the qualitative and quantitative model of the system and points to the possibility of practical use of the developed simulation model in the management of the process of formula modification of a pharmaceutical product by introducing concrete data about a real system.
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**Abstract:**

The concepts of literacy by leading education theoreticians are complementary to the concepts of digital-age literacy, whose important components include information and technological literacy. When defining information literacy, one must not ignore its technological components. The leading models for developing information literacy fit into the educational process at all its stages. The closeness of areas of information and technological literacy with educational technology points to a need for closer ties between librarian and educational professions. In this overview of literature, information and technological literacy are presented as preconditions for the implementation of educational technology. Along with an overview of international standards for preparing teachers to implement educational technology, an analysis has also been carried out of factors that contribute to the successful implementation in class. An systematic analysis of scientific studies about the education of teachers for successful implementation of educational technology identifies those elements that need to be considered while drawing up an educational programme for teachers.